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It's the quickest way to get the big picture. The Holman QuickSource Bible Atlas packs an amazing

amount of information about the physical context of biblical events into a book that's easy to carry

and easy to use. And now, with this colorful compact volume, you'll always have these details close

by for fast, easy, dependable reference. Included here are more than 300 maps, charts, photos, and

biblical reconstructions illuminating the geographical context of key biblical topics like:- Abraham's

journeysÂ - The miraculous deliverance of Israel from Egypt under Moses'Â leadershipÂ - Joshua's

conquest of CanaanÂ - David's uniting Israel as one nationÂ - The division of the Kingdom after the

death of SolomonÂ - The Babylonian ExileÂ - Jesus' birth and childhoodÂ - Jesus' ministry in

Judea, Galilee, and PereaÂ - A day-by-day account of Passion Week in JerusalemÂ - The

expansion of the early churchÂ - Paul's missionary journeys
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Most Kindle users are aware of graphics issues when it comes to a Kindle. Because it was 80% off

at the time that I purchased it, I wanted to give it a go. Too bad that was a bad idea.I even checked

the cloud reader to see if I could see the atlases better on my computer. Surprisingly, that was a no

go.Many maps are okay, but the ones with labels on them are completely illegible. It's really too bad

that Kindle hasn't perfected a zoom in. What a shame.UPDATE:I have a first generation Kindle Fire

(KF) and when I bought this, all that time ago, it didn't work. Recently however KF has implemented

a zoom option, which they should have had at the beginning, but I digress. The zoom feature is a



blessing and makes this book now readable.Granted, it's not the best zoom feature and if you're

looking for HD type clarity, you won't get it. At least now I can read the labels on the map, where I

couldn't before.I am now pleased with the purchase.

I have to agree with MagnoliaSouth on this one; this book is definitely not for the Kindle, and is

barely useful on a computer monitor. I purchased it to use in the classroom with my Bible class,

intending to project it so my students can get a better idea of the places we study about. Some of

the maps are usable, but many are not.Even on my 17-inch monitor, it is almost impossible to read

many of the words on the maps, especially the map legends and other information put into white

boxes. When projected onto my classroom screen, the words blur into total illegibility. I will be able

to use the book to some extent, but it is a real disappointment.A huge problem is the size of the

maps included in the book. For some reason, the majority of maps and photographs in this book are

placed on the left side of the page and take up just under four tenths of the page. This makes no

sense to me. Shouldn't the illustrations be nearly as wide as the pages? There is lots of good

information in the book, so it is a real disappointment that the maps are so poor, especially since it

IS an atlas.OK, interesting discovery: Shrinking the font to the smallest size possible enlarges some

of the maps. This makes the text of the book totally unreadable, and only helps a tiny bit with the

legibility of the maps.I can only hope the publisher will release an updated version with larger maps.

Until then, I can't recommend this book.

This (paperback) book is not only packed with fabulous maps, reconstructions and timelines but

also it contains a lot of other information tabulated into simple charts. Will purchase extra

paperbacks to give to friends, thanks Holman and !

I intend to read it on my iPhone, and maybe an iPad if I buy one some day. Of course I can read it

on my Kindle, but not in color. It's already helped me eliminate some confusion about geography in

the Holy Land. Should have had this resource available a long time ago.

Hello folks... My 2 star decision is ONLY RELATED TO THE KINDLE EDITION. The print edition,

which I also own, is outstanding; a solid 4 or more stars.As of the date of this review, I tried the

Kindle edition on three devices with poor experiences on each.1) Kindle Keyboard 3rd Generation.

This is an eInk device, which means that I did not expect it to work well and it does not. Maps are

tiny, almost beyond any purpose in looking at them at all.2) Mac OS X computer with the Kindle



app. Full color, but no zoom of maps available. Maps too small for valuable use, even on my 27 inch

iMac.3) Android tablet device with the Kindle app. Just as was seen on the iMac, there is no zoom

of the maps on the Android tablet device. Therefore, just like the iMac, the Kindle tablet app fell far

short of useful , valuable map data.The reason it escapes a one star review is that some charts can

still be seen clearly and all plain text not found in a chart or map can be read clearly and zoomed as

necessary for reading quality.A shame that we can't zoom the maps/charts on these platforms, it

really should work.

THE HOLMAN BIBLE ATLAS IS REALLY A GREAT BOOK,HOWEVER IT DOES NOT WORK

WELL IN KINDLE EDITION,PICTURES OF MAPS ARE TOO SMALL ,IT GET BLURRY WHEN

BLOWN UP.CHARTS AS WELL.GOT IT 01/09/14 .payed 2.99 . Not worth the money.reason I GOT

WAS A REVIEW,THAT SAID IT IS BETTER ON IPAD,FOR SURE NOT GOOD ON KINDLE! Save

your money.G-D BLESS

There are no problems at all viewing any of the graphics or maps in this book. I understand that

technology may be poor on the older Kindles, but for the iPad with retina displayI have no difficulty

and can zoom in very close without distortion. The actual paperback version of this book is smaller

than an iPad screen so this actually works out better!

You really want to know about the land of Israel and connect with the bible, I invite you to read this

Atlas. Holman will put you right where everything takes place. I love it still.
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